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by Loretta Treworgy
Any UMO student can now
complete up to 60 credit hours bypassing exams on a pass-fail basis.The exams are designed to cover
material in introductory courses.
The College-Level ExaminationProgram (CLEP) has been extendedto include all students at UMO andUMB according to Vice President for
Academic Affairs lames M. Clark.
Veterans, transfer students, early
admittance freshman and anyone
who feels he already knows the
subject content of a course can take aCLEP exam.
For the $15 fee anybody can
take the 90-minute exam for the
credit hours of a course. Or he can
take the six hour general exam for up
to 30 hours credit.
The CLEP exams are national
tests given through the Educational
Testing Service of the College
Entrance Examination Board. A
passing mark is determinedindividually by every university.
According to Clark, a special
freshman CLEP program has been set
up for early admittance studentsduring orientation sessions this
summer.
Of the 1,000 freshmen expected
to take the CLEP exams this summer,
Clark estimated that 100 students
could complete 30 credit hours and
start as sophomores in the fall. There
is a $5 fee for the CLEP exams takenduring orientation.
Advanced placement courses for
college credit which are offered in
some high schools are not a part of
the CLEP program, according to
Clark.
"Anyone with a high schooldiploma can qualify for CLEP
exams," he said.
Students coming from other
colleges to UMO often have trouble
transferring their credits. "Even some
Harvard credits are not accepted by
the University of Maine," said Clark.
The new system of CLEP tests
will not change the system of
credit-transfer directly, but at least
now the knowledge gained in courseselsewhere will not be wasted.Transfer students can take the testsand theoretically receive all thecredits (up to 60) they would havereceived otherwise - if they score highenough.
"It is possible for a student to
complete the two year program at
Augusta in only one semester of
classes," said Clark. "Augusta's two
year program allows up to 45 credithours through CLEP exams."
The format of the CLEP exams isthe same as the College Board
Entrance Examinations.
"High scores on the collegeboards are apt to indicate high scores
on the CLEP exams in the same
area," Clark said.
"Three older adults took the
CLEP exams this year," said Clark.
"and one person passed 30 credit
hours."
CLEP credits have been offered
at UMO. They were used at first for
gifted students from exceptional high
schools, but now anyoneknowledgable in a particular subject
area, can take them.
Self-preparation throughindependent study in a specialinterest area is one means for aperson to prepare himself for theCLEF exams, according to Clark.
It takes about a month from the
time a person requests to take the
CLEP exams and he receives his test
date. The only test center in Maine
now is in Augusta. There are plans to
make this campus a test center in
September.
There is a waiting period of one
year between CLEP exams in case
someone wants to repeat an exam he
has failed.
George H. Crosby, UMO registrar,
said that some departments on
campus can make up their own
exams in the absence of a CLEP
exam. He said that because no CLEP
exams exist on such technical
subjects as pulp and paper
technology, a department can make
up an exam, determine a cutoff point
The Interclass Coordinating Council has run intofinancial difficulty due mainly to an estimated $3500loss on the April 16 Bill Cosby concert. This estimate,however, may be revised upward to more than doublethat amount soon after all bills are received.
According to ICC treasurer Dale Gerry, the totalrevenue for the concert was about 514,000. He says the
exact figure is unknown because the hank is still
verifying the statements. The check covering the fee forCosby and the supporting act was S17.500.
Bills are still coming in. though most expenses havebeen realized by now. These fees include $323.99 for IIpolicemen, S359.61 for electricians, janitors andlaborers (who worked a total of 71 hours); and 58 forthe rental of a truck. One hundred and sistv dollars
went to the Maine CAMPUS, $168 to W ABI. and about$150 to WGUY for advertising.
When the bill for the Cosby concert came in, theICC ran into economic problems. The senior classimmediately loaned the ICC 5.2,000. Says Gerry. —Theyput in 52.000 to cover the original cost of the Cosby
consert at $17,500. You see, we didn't make that andthe check Was going to bounce."
However, the senior class is supposed to be
reimbursed. If it is, it will not be through ICC profitsbut, rather, through the other generosity of other
classes, the senior class has agreed to donate 5300 to
the ICC to defray the overrun on the Cosby concert.
the other three lasses have been asked to give $425
to the seniors in order to reimburse them for the S2,000
emergency "loan." In addition, the three lower classes
base been asked to contribute $300 direi tly- to the ICC.
continued on page 7
for :passing, and score the students
accordingly.
In a bulletin issued by ('lark todeans and department chairmen
recently he recommended to extend
the CLEP exams widely.
"Departments are encouraged to
offer their own college-level
examinations in those subject areas
not presently covered by CLEP." he
said.
Clark cited as reasons for the
extension of the CLEP program:
student demands resulting from last
spring's moratorium; complaintsfrom veterans about non-credit
correspondent courses, requests for
equivalency exams in required
courses by the task force on
academic reform; and requests fromthe faculty for CLIP.
by Cathy Flynn
Bicycle mania has hit UMO. The
cycling boom has inspired hundreds
of students to abandon the auto andtake up the bike.
We now have a campus bike rushhour and before long we may needhelp from the Bicycle Institute of
America (BIA) to set up bike
transportation systems and new andbetter bike parking facilities. Bicyclefever is difficult to curb.
Noting that "every available
forecast indicates that the cyclingboom has just begun," the BIA
estimates that 75.3 million
Americans participated in bicyclingin 1970.
And on the basis of the first
quarter sales figures, the BIA predicts
that extensive public interest inbicycling will continue through 1971.
Commenting on the reasons for
the new surge of cycling the Institute
The Distinguished Lecture Series of the StudentSenate has overrun its budget by $500. The extra fundswill he taken from the Senate's surplus budget.the Distinguished Lecture Series spent $14,000 thisyear bringing such personalities to UMO as Bill Baird,David Shoenbrun, Charles Goodell, and LeonardWeinglass.
1 he amount alloted to DLS by the senate at thebeginning of the year was S10,500. Ron Beard,chairman of DLS, said alter he had made out his budgetfop the year, he found it necessary to request $3.000more.
1 he $13,500 figure was surpassed when Beardassumed a speaker named Ian Mcllarg. who spoke onarchitecture and ecology for the Art Department earlierin the year, would cost only $500. When the bill wasreceived, it Was for $1,000: No inquiry was made intothe change.
'The most expensive speaker of the year was I rankReynolds. Whose lei lure cost $1700. Next in line wasDavid Shoenbrun. for S1500. Weinglass was paid SI250.Other expenses Stli'h as police, labor, room andhood .ohl posters raised the figures spent on speakers.I or instance, $145 was spent on posters (or 0.1%
 idDurk. Neinglass, and Schoenbrun. liMo poli e %%eregiven 530 for the Shoenbrun lecture in HauckAuditorium for directing traffic and for the buddingsecurity
In some cases money from the classes is used In aloint-s lass project to get speakers suk h as Goddell to thecampus.
Mark Ayotte was named the new I)IS chairman fornext year at the senate meeting tuesday evening.
aft
points out that teenager andpost-teenagers are returning to taking
up cycling in an age where they wereformerly taking up sports cars.
According to local bike owners.the movement to bicycling is becauseof a genuine awaremenss of the bike's
non-polluting qualities and its relativeeconomy.
"Besides," says the owner of anewly acquired Raleigh 10-speed,
"it's just great to ride."
The convenience and pleasures ofbike-riding reach far beyond the
estimated 800 students on campus
who own a bicycle. The boom haslured the senior citizens as well. Theinterest is growing among the olderfolks who are confined to retirement
communities or trailer homes and
campsites. Bicycling has now broughtthem a new awareness of the
convenience of short-distancetransportation.
Many of the older people havesimply gotten rid of their cars.
"I couldn't be bothered with a
car," said one old codger who was
seen riding around Orono, "andbecause I'm 71 years old the statewon't let me drive one."
Bicycles are suitable for
everyone's needs. Dozens of young
and old cyclists have pedaled along
the busy streets of Bangor and Orono
and emphasize the need for bicycle
trails.
"Bikes are just as important as
cars," says a promotor of the
Bikeway plan which sets up national
roadmarks for bike trails.
With the new surge to exercise
and improve basic health the bikes
are a cure-all for everyday inertia.
The primary moving part on a bicycleis the rider and though you might be
worn out temporarily. you'll
probably be better off for the
exercise.
People all over the country arebeginning to make intelligent use of a
soundly-conceived, delightfully
simple machine.
Consider the purchase price. The
most exotic, chrome shiny,
ten-geared, Italian handcrafted bikeyou can buy' costs about $350. That
ain't has. But it's not a three-year3,000 nole on a quicklydepreciating car either. And reallygood hikes can be bought for $100.New.
I eon Woodbury, who ownsBike land on Hancock Street inBangor, and who has been teachine
an Abenaki college course in bicycle
repair says that almost as soon as he's
assembled one of his new Raleigh orVista bicycles they've gone out thedoor to a new customer.
Woodbury, who has been
working on bikes of all sorts for thelast seven or eight years, is probablythe only qualified person in theBangor area to repair the complicatedderailleur systems (the chain-shiftinggear).
"The only reason I can fix 'em,"he says, "is because I ride one of thefoolish things."
Woodbury's family are all bicyclefreaks. His son, an 18-year-oldhigh-schooler, has ridden fromLincoln to Bangor non-stop, a totalpedaling distance of over 50 miles.
Woodbury. 42, rides, repairs, sells
and even gives away bicycles. OnSunday, May 23, there will be adrawing for a new 10-speed bike,
sponsored for the Bangor Recreation
Department. Woodbury has donatedthe bike from his Bikeland shop. Thedrawing will be held at theKenduskeag Plaza in Bangor.
A bicycle decade that may end
up being called "The CyclingSeventies" has just begun. A nationaltrend and attitutde toward bikes is
zooming all over the country.
Instead of roaring by in an
air-conditioned, carbon-monoxide-
spouting, V-8 engined LincolnContinental, the bike rider glides by
almost noiselessly, breathing fresh
air, smelling the flowers and grass,
and warding off an occasionalGerman Shepherd who might tear off
after him.
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UM° summer session I
may attract 4,200
The (MO summer session is
expected to attract about 4.2(k)
students this year. about the same
number as last year, according to
John R. Benoit. assistant director of
the session,
Benoit said that 1,511 students
had signed up by Monday. which is
sesen less than had registered by the
same time last year.
Summer session rates for room
and board are just a hair more
expensive than rates throughout the
school year. A double room costs$12 weekly and a single room $17. A
seven-day. meal ticket costs $20
weekly and a five-day ticket $17.50
per week.
But the cost for tuition is a
different story. It costs S22 per
credit hour to attend class during the
summer, the cost for an in-state
student taking 15 credit hours per
semester averages out to be $15 per
credit hour during the regular
academic year.
Need a place to study?
The North Lown Room of the
Memorial Union is available for
study. May 24-June I.
And for persons who have
typewriters and need a place to type
the 1912 Room in the Union will be
available on the same dates.
A limited number of typewriters,
as well as an adding machine, are also
available for your use. Inquire at
Director's Office Memorial Union.
TIRES
Si WKLY
Economy Furniture
Old Town 827-2484
ACCOIL11141! i Herbert I I.owle,
Jr., vice chancellor for financial and
business affairs, this is because "the
summer session has to be
self-supporting." Fowk said that the
state legislature "says that the
program and the summer session are
over and above the regular
educational program and they have
to pay for themselves."
The $22 cost per credit hour, he
says, makes the program
self-sustaining.
Kevin W. Hill, assistant to the
co-ordinator of housing said Monday
that five dorms will be used to house
summer session students.
Androscoggin and Gannett will
be open from July 11 - Aug. 21.
Knos, Oxford, and Somerset will
house students from June 21 - Sept.
10.
Benoit said that the registration
closing date is one week before the
session begins that the student wants
to attend.
According to lienoit, the most
popular courses during the summer
"Seent to be in psychology." Ile said
that some courses like abnormal
psychology and pscho-drama have
attracted upwards of 25 students so
far, "which is J good-sized class"
during the summer. He said that 60
students signed up for Py I last
summer but only 14 have done so
thus far.
Benoit was referring to figures for
the first three week session, which
begins June 21. The summer session
ends September 10.
Stroller and Carriage
Combinations
El terms- $1 weekly
20 sty les to choose from
Penobscot Trading Post
Senate defeats motion calling for
election of senators twice a year
A or two
Student Senate membership elections
a year ssas defeated by one vote at
1 uesday 's Senate meeting.
This was the referendum,
adopted by Mark Ayotte and Bob
Dennis, which was not included on
the Senate election ballot a few
weeks ago.
Mile Miles spoke out in favor of
having two elections a year stating
that it would "keep the senate
honest."
The question was raised as to
why it was decided to propose !lasing
two elections in place of loss ering the
percentage vote now needed to
remove a senator.
Ayotte said that the two-thirds
vote now needed to remove a senator
makes it practically impossible to
remove a senator on campus or off
campus. With a 'percentage vote any
less than this, he said, it would be too
easy to remove a senator on campus,
and still impossible off campus.
If two percent of the senators
vote, A yot te said, then this
percentage could remove a senator.
"Most senators probably voted
against the resolution because they
were afraid they would not get
elected," Ayotte said.
Greg Richards said that a lower
percentage vote would promote lessinterest in the Senate. Richards is an
off-campus senator, and said 25
people elected him to the Senate.
Another senator made the point
that some people are elected to the
senate merely because their name is
well-known around the dorm. Two
elections a year would only
Johnny's Pizza
courteous service
open 7 days and nites
827-31448
North Main St. Old Toss n
STANDARD SHOES
• DOWNTOWN • AIRPORT MALL • HP ')ADWAY • PRESQUE !Sit
compound this, lie sJid.
In other business, the Senate
appropriated $750 for the Coffee
House. This money is part of an
attempt to keep the establishment
financially solvent. In the past, the
Coffee House has been supported
through donations in cooperation
%s ill] Maine Christian Association.
Hosseser, rising costs of upkeep
and rent have severely strained thefinances of the Coffee House. More
money is still needed to keep it openin the fall.
Also, the Senate appropriated
S750 to send the University Singers
to a competitive concert in Atlanta.Georgia. in the spring of 1972.
Both appropriations will come
from the senate surplus budget.
Leary indicted by grand jury
I. ormer junior class president
Malcom J. Leary has been indicted
by the grand jury on three counts of
embezzlement. No date has been set
for Leary's appearance in court.
The May session of Penobscot
County Superior Court began May 5.
Leary was arrested on campus
Dec. 14 on a felony warrant for
larceny. District Court Judge Ian
Maelnnes Dec. 19 found no probable
cause and Leary was freed.
Leary was indicted by the grandjury Jan. 11 but the case was thrown
our of court because of a
technicality.
According to county court
officials, alleged thefts can only
occur against a person, a corporation
or a partnership. There was a
question as to what the junior class
constituted.
The discrepancy now has
apparently been resolved.
A routine audit of the junior classbooks last semester showed over$500 missing from the class treasury.
Immediately following his arrestlast December, Leary was orderedheld over in the Penobscot County
Jail. Two persons, however, posted
the $2,500 bail. The registrar's office
said Leary is not registered this
semester.
Buddhist peace monk to speak here
Thich Nhat Hanh, head of the
Vietnamese Buddhist peace
delegation to the Paris talks, will
speak at the Memorial Union lounge,
Friday at 8 p.m.
Currently on a one-month U.S.
tour, the Paris-based exiled leader of
the unified Buddhist congregations of
Vietnam is calling on the American
public to exert pressure on their
government "immediately to stop the
slaughter.
Hanh is in the U.S. at the
invitation of Sen. Claiborne Pell
(D-R.I.), Vance Hartke (D-Ind), and
George McGovern (D-S.D.).
His visit is jointly sponsored by
Clergy and Laymen Concerned of
Maine, Maine Chapter Vietnam
Veterans against the War, and the
Hancock County People for Peace in
Vietnam Now.
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN-
INGFUL GIFT.
-- Largest Shop in Maine --
End of Toll Bridge Brewer, Maine
Open 9-9 Tel, 942-8563
Immediate scheduling,
licensed physicians, accredited
-;‘, tow hospitals and their outpatient clinics.Call today for immediate confidential informa-24 HRS./DAY lion and assistance Lowest prices for finest care.
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the maine campus
Wait for dorm space upsets coeds
by Paul Jilek
As the Spring temperatures roselast week so did the tempers of somecoeds as they waited in lines at WestCommons participating in thatannual ritual known as "squattersrights."
Mrs. Erna D. Wentworth,
manager of women's residence halls,
said that 1,008 UMO coeds wereprocessed from April 27 through lastFriday when they signed up for theirpresent dormitory rooms for the fall
semester.
The coeds complained about longlines and difficulty in changing
rooms.
They also aired a new complaint.Some women are planning to live off
campus next semester but they don't
want to pay their $25 room deposit
when signing up for a room now ifthe prospect of an apartment fallsthrough.
"I can't see the sense in standingin line just to be sure I'll get the same
room next year when what I really
want is to change rooms," grumbled
one coed.
Mrs. Wentworth said that for
coeds who want to change rooms ordorms, requests will be considered inthe fall when housing officials know
Tabloid student magazine to appear
with Bangor Daily News SaturdayMaine Magazine, an eight-pagetabloid newspaper supplementprepared and edited by a UMOjournalism class, will be publishedthis weekend by the Bangor DailyNews.
The journalism class is Jr 52,Publications Management, which setitself up as a corporation calledPublication Management Co. two
months ago.
Goode compiling activities list
A list of Activities for the next
school year is currently beingprepared by Earsel E. Goode,Wingate Hall. Goode has requestedthat you furnish him with youro rg niz a t ion's proposed activity
calendar for that period 11971-72).Proposed activities to be reported
should include those of interest to alarger portion of the student bodythan to the membership of your
organization only.
For instance, a meeting formembers only need not be listed; asocial function or program for widerparticipation should be.
This includes lectures, concerts.plays, debate tournaments, athletic
contests, etc. If possible, could youlist them in the following manner:Sat. October 10 - Lecture, Prof.John P. Smith of HarvardUniveristy, "The Honors Program
at Harvard," 8:30 p.m., HauckAud.
Also please indicate if there willbe a charge of admission.
ahN
VIKING
Husqvarna
STRETCH STITCH
Sewing Machines
at
fashion
fabrics
60 Columbia St. Bangor
Tel. 945-3473
11'1:71 VINER'S rninFast Guaranteed
— REPAIR —
'SERVICE'
Inctrument4
• Piano Toning
Tel.
• Radios
• Television
• Tape
• Recorders
• Record
Player
• Amplifiers
• Rand
Peter Bishop, a senior Business
major from Presque Isle, is president
of the company. Mark Leslie, a senior
majoring in journalism, is vicepresident and editor of the magazine.Other members of the class, all
officers of the company are: second
vice-president and assistant editorDavid Siegel, Advertising managerErnest Niles and secretary LindaRand.
Directors of the magazine arcHarlan Bean, John Boyne, GeoffreyBray. James Chaplin. WilliamHoulihan. Margaret Howard, RoyKrantz. George MacLeod. PamelaMurphy, and Brian Thayer.
The Magazine's cover story willbe on Scott Nearing, the radical
socialist. and his wife Helen. whohave been organic farmers on CapeRosier for some 15 years. Another
article is an interview with SteveMuskie, editor of the Prism, on whatit's like being the son of a prominentpublic figure. Muskie's father isMaine's junior U.S. senator.
Teacher of the Jr52 course isAssistant Professor James M. Halbe.Publications Management Co. will be
"inherited" by future classes. who
will decide whether to publish futureissues of Maine Magazine, accordingto Halbe.
LINOLEUMS
12x12- 12x15 - 12xI8
6x9 - 71/2x9 -9x1 2
EZ terms 827-104
Economy Furniture
Old Toss it
how many students will be livingwhere.
"It IS difficult," she said, "to planahead when so many students requesta room and then cancel out."
"I plan to live off campus this fall
anyway," commented one coed," butI signed up just in case my apartment
off campus falls through."
Mrs. Wentworth replied that
room deposits of $25 are refunded ifthe applicant withdraws his requestbefore August 20, a requirement that
accounts for many of the last-minute
cancellations.
According to Mrs. Wentworth,the long lines attributed to threethings.
Dormitory contract applications
were mailed out April 28 giving
students under 20 who had to havetheir parents sign them less time toturn then in. This created alast-minute log jam.
Furthermore, many studentsfailed to fill out the applications
correctly.
And finally, -some students eitherforgot to bring in or lost their roomdeposit receipts which resulted in alost time in processing applications.
About an equal number of
women from each dorm are taking
advantage of squatters rights,
accordingto Mrs. Wentworth.
although she said she could give nofigures on a dorm-to-dorm basis
BANGOR-U.945-5301
3rd. Big Week
s
LONDON
IN SANGOI
Old English Pith and Chop House
.
W.7"r
13A NQU ET elfic%and Function Rooms
LION'S DEN
TUDOR ROOM
CRYSTAL ROOM
RID LION UNDER
• 175
 •
3
300 ."4"
427 Main Street. Bangor (207) 942 -WWI 945 - LONDON
if you need an
ABORTION
you'll need compassion.
All you need do is call us. Well tell you everything youshould and may want to know about a sate, legal abor-tion in N.Y. and if you wish, arrange for the finest medi-cal care at the lowest possible cost for such services.Private chauffeured limousine, a modern suite whereyou may relax and enjoy refreshments are all part of ourfee, which covers everything. Your peace of mind isour foremost concern.
4n
CALL 212-779-4800 212-779-48028 A.M. to 9 P.M. Weekdays
9-5 Saturday, Sunday
1,ee hterature sv11 be sent upon request
WOMEN'S REFERRAL SERVICE, INC.
Jackson Heights Medical Building
14 Thd Street. Jackson Heights, N.Y. 11372
II Need an apartment?
Check housing files
UMO has a service in the housing
office that many people might notknow about. It's a file of available
off-campus living units. Apartmentstrailers, houses, and individual roomsfor sale or rent are listed with their
respective prices per month, the
number of rooms, and whether
utilities are included.
The files are updated every monthto keep track of spaces that are
rented and how long they are rentedfor. Registration in the files is done
on the initiative of local landlords.Enquiries of interest in listing are
sent to landlords and they must
return them if they wish to have their
units listed.
listing in the university file is not
a statement of the quality of thehousing. The only agreementbets% een the UMO and the landlord is
one of compliance with the CivilRights Act of 1964 barringdiscrimination. No safety regulations
or housing codes are checked by the
unisersits
Information available from thefiles are such things as how far thehousing is from the UtlIVerslly. how.
many rooms, what utilities are
provided and which the tenant MUNIpay for, what type of tenant is
acceptable - men, women.
faculty, and so forth - and whetherthe rent includes furniture,refrigerator, or bath.
Kevin Hill, who works in thehousing office, says about 90 percent
of the students who find places off
campus find them by word of mouth,
without using the university file, butthat there arc sometimes a dozen
students a day into the office lookingfor places.
At the present time there are stillmany housing units available. Most ofthose listed are in the Orono area.Hill says that while the situation isn'tvery tight now, most of the availablespaces for the summer will be takenby- June I. He also said that thosetrying to find places for this fall willhave a very difficult time if theydon't have arrangements made byAugust.
Not included in the files arelistings of university -run housing.
Included on the rental listing cardis a space fur 
— additionalmtormation.—
 Most of those vs housed the spa,e supplied intormjnon
about the looks or location of theapartment. One lady. vs rote. "prefer aChristian girl, no smoking or drinkinglloiv ed.—
This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.
In a year when every cc- 
—giving you one reason or anotrier not t c„,, aVolkswagen Beetle, it might be a g:: -fea tDlisten to the best reason:
:olkswagen's Super Beetle.
.t has almost twice t'-e jgage
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a I
It has a s
ride.
It has a flow-through ventilation system •o bringin 
- 
•
Ti. r. • . • •
The floor, for example, is •
In all, it has 89 things you cc,
Beetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear this year by carmakers thgt their cars are "better than a Beetle,"there's only one car maker with 25 years expenence in small cars to bock it up
Volkswagen
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Revise grading system
High on students pliorities
at the beginning of the fall
semester should be the revision
of the university's grading system.
It would he impossible to
change the system by next fall.
The Council of Colleges would
have to approve any changes and
they have had their last meeting
of the year.
According to James Clark,
vice president for academic
affairs, it is "theoretically''
possible to change the grading
policy by the spring semester of
1972.
Right now, all five colleges
have similar policies concerning
pass-fail. There are only minor
variations between them, Clark
says.
It is highly unlikely that the
College of Technology, which is
mainly a vocational college,
could in i tale a complete
pass-fail system. But what about
the student in Arts and Sciences
and Education who wants to
take a course in Technology of
Life Sciences and Agriculture?
Shouldn't he he able to take it
pass-fail? This would not he
ad min ist I at ively unwoi
ProfeSSOI) V)OtIld lust submit
their grades to the registrar's
office. The latter would then
transform the kite! grade into a
Good news
i,.,,uricement that
students will be able to take
placement esams in the fall and
!calve ciedit for imioductorN
courses came as a sill p1 ise. But.
Ill ailN CVellf , it is good
news---and probably the best
news this yeal as far as academic
reform is concerned.
In the past. students have
been able to skip introductory
courses by passing
comprehensive examinations in
certain subject matters. For
example. Arts and Sciences
students during fieshman
orientation the past few years
A univeristy-wide reform
measure should he seriously
considered by all members of
the campus community. The
grading system now is not the
most equitable. If no sweeping
reforms are made, at least the
present system should he
revised.
The present grading system
has been reviewed a number of
times in the past, Clark said. A
committee was appointed a few
years ago, Clark said to study
the feasibility of giving a student
a 2.9 if he gets a 79 average,
instead of a flat 2 or a 3.5 if he
is in the middle B range. The
Faculty Council, as it was called
at the time, rejected the
measure.
This proposal should again
he reviewed.
Such a system would present
a more accurate picture of how a
student performs in a class. It
would especially he helpful for
students in the College of
Technology.
With the intense competition
for post-graduation jobs.
employers would rather see a
grade of B's- than a flat B. There
is a 10
-point difference between
a plus-grade and minus-grade. It
would be more equitable if a
student leceised all of what he
earned.
from Clark
have becii anie pc exempted
ft om the language requirement
by passing compiehensive esams.
The sante has been true for other
courses hut no credit was given.
111any students have been
lighting a long tinie fin the
enact ii m ot the new policy.
.Academic Affall s Vice Pt esident
James ('lark. and all ()the' sinvolved in this decision. aie tobe commended foi then vet y
plogressive move.
xcept to students
entei itig m the fall will he able
to receive tip It) 60 credit hoursby taking these 90
-minute exams.
An unfortunate deteut
It is unfortunate that the
Student Senate by a one-vote
margin Tuesday night defeated a
motion calling for the election
of senators twice a year.
Had this motion passed.
senators would have felt more
accountable to their
constituents. They probably
would have had to contribute
more to the senate than they
otherwise would, by keeping
their constitutents informed of
what was taking place in the
Student Senate.
Worrying about re-election
has always made politicians feel
more aware of accountability to
those to whom they owe theirjobs: the public.
As it is 110W, however, some
student senators will once again
next year merely attend
meetings, forget about their
constituents and even forget
about the Senate between
meetings.
Were they to be elected
twice a year. they would have
had to make an attempt to help
in the execution of Senate
business, thus being able to go
back to their constituents and
say, "Look, see what I've done
for your
It is doubtful that, as in the
U.S. Government, senators
would he spending too much
time campaigning for re-election
instead of helping to carry out
Senate business.
may 13, 1971 may 13,
Our readers write in...
Clean college kids?
Editors note: Following is a letter
from John M. Good, superintendent
of Acadia National Park in Bar
Harbor to (MO President Winthrop
C Libby. Libby received the letter
last Friday.
Dear President Libby:
Maine Day brought the usualflood of your students to Acadia
Yesterday. I hope they had as good a
time as they seemed to. Our gang
says your gang is great for a number
of reasons.
Maine Day comes before we have
many of our maintenance crews onduty, so there may not always be
trash cans in sufficient numbers, and
all the rest rooms may not be open,
and all the water may not be turned
on. .All this means our visitors must
make some estra effort or the parklooks pretty ratty the morning after.
'This morning Acadia looksgreat, and Li of M students deserve
the credit. I hope you will pass our
thanks down through the powers anddominions to the people who came,
enjoyed themselves, and contributedto the enjoyment of today's familyfrom New York state.
Sincerely,
John M. Good
Superintendent
Following is Libby's reply to Good.
Dear John:
What a thoroughly pleasant letter
concerning students from this
campus who "Maine Dayed" at
Acadia. I am not used to
complementary letters about
students or much else for that
matter. It is a nice day.
Incidentally, I am not surprisedby their thoughtfulness. I contendthat students as a group, when
compared to others of the same age,
are more concerned, more
responsible and just as human.
Thanks for your letter.
Has the ice gone out ofI renchman's Flay?
Winthrop I ibby
President
More flock on
the finger
A recent article m The Maine
CAMPUS described a so-called I IngerAward to Professor Robert Dunlap.Such tantrums of juvenile journalism
can only degrade the status of the
newspaper and leads one to seriouslyquestion the maturity of somepresent-day students.
1 w ish to challenge the validity ofthe reported •facts' (about 5 (''s and
about It) D's) on first-semestergrades. It can easily be verified. for
e that no student droppedthe course during the semester.taihermore. this Waller Is %)111111g to
wager that over the past ten years,the total grades in physical chemistryfollow a normal distribution.
It has been my pleasure to be
associated with Professor Dunlap as a
student, co-worker and friend for
over 12 years. I know that histeaching ability and techniques are
above reproach. He demands quality
performance from himself and
rightfully expects no less from his
students. Those who fail or receive
poor grades in his courses do sobecause they are unwilling to work ordo not have ability.
1 he not-to-subtle implicationthat all students are entitled it> J
degrees as a result ol the grades. sonic
students had to drop out of UM0...I
is disturbing. During this period of
strong competition tor jobs, the lastthing graduates of I. can afford is
a lowering of standards. things aretough enough as it is.
It seems to me that the I IngerAward should be reserved for those
sadistic souls who feel it is necessaryto write and print such trash as well
as for faculty and administrators who
consider this prat nee useful,
constructive and/or amusing.
'Terrance B. I map
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
University ot Maine at Presque Isle
I Against abortion I
I didn't write this and don't
!:now who did, but I think it sums up
the subject pretty well:
DIARY OF AN UNBORN BABY
"Oct 5 - Today my life began. My
nArents don't know it yet. Nearly
everything is settled, even though lam
tiny, tiny. I will be a girl. I will have
blonde hair and blue eyes. I will love
flow eis.
"Oct. 19 - My mother does
almost everything for me, but she
still does not know she is carrying me
under her heart.
"Oct. 23 - My mouth is just now
beginning to take shape. My first
word will be 'Mama.'
"Nov. 2 - I am growing bigger.
But it will still be more than eight
months until my mother can hold me
in her arms.
"Nov. 12 - My fingers are so tiny.
One day I'll stroke Mother's hair with
them.
"Nov. 20 - Today the doctor told
my mother. How happy she must be
"Dec. 12 - When my mother
brings me into the world, I will see
flowers and sunshine. But more than
anything I want to see her.
"Dec. 24 - I wonder if my mother
hears the delicate beat of my heart.
"Dec. 28 - Today my mother
killed me."
How can people be so cruel?
Against Abortion
Need spouse policy
1 find it distressing to note that
John Carey's and Edward
LaFreniere's article on PICS, in the
May 6 CAMPUS pointedly names the
spouses of three women employees
of P1CS, but does not give thisinformation about any of the mendiscussed in the same article.
The quality of these threeparticular marriages cannot merit thisdistinctive treatment since your story
on the Discipline Code, in the sameissue, does not mention thatProfessor Robert 'Thomson is thehusband of Mrs. Arline Thomson of
PICS.
Indeed, I recall no notice in your
coverage of Professor WalterRenaud's participation in the PatriotsPay Marathon that he is married to
Mrs. Helen Renaud of PICS. nor inyour coverage of the Arts andScience Educational PolicyCommittee, that Professor BrooksHamilton is married to Mrs. MarionIlamilton of PICS.
May I suggest that, in future, theCAMPUS pursue a consistent policyone way or the other.
Jane 11. Pease
Assistant Professor of History
LFTTERS
Letters must be less than 300
words, typed, double-spaced, and
in our hands by 5 p.m. Monday.
Letters must hear valid
signatures and addresses. Names
will be withheld upon request.
AWARD
Five dollars will be paid to theperson writing the best story ofthe week, in the opinion of the
editorial staff. All students are
eligible, with the exception ofCAMPUS editorial staff members.
The deadline for all stories is
Tuesday noon.
Last week's award went to('athy Flynn, a junior journalism
major, for her story on abortions.
The Maine CAMPUS is publishedThursdays during the college yearby students of the University ofMaine in Orono. Subscription rate
- $2.50 per semester, $4.00 Peryear. Local advertising rate 
-$3.00 per column inch. Editorialand business offices located at10* Lord Rail, University ofMaine, Orono, Maine 04473.Telephone (207) 55 1 -7531.Represented for nationaladvertising by NationalEducational Advertising Services.a division of Readers Ingest Salesand Services, Inc., 360 LexingtonAvenue, New York, New York,10017. Second class postage paidat Orono. Maine, 04473.
`I'm "codpot
I'm a freshman at the U. of M.
My hair is black and long
I strum the gi-tar now and then
And sing a soft, Rock song.
On days when I'm commuting
I drive my Volks to school
And, arriving on the campus
All the co-eds think I'm "cool."
I have a lot of studies
And take a course in art
I'll never graduate cum laude
1 knew that from the start.
I'm partial to the mini-skirts
So students please take note
If "hot pants" should become the
style
They'11 surely get my vote.
Anon.
Pecuniary priorities
In this time of economic disaster
throughout the country, the
University of Maine has seemed to
lose its sense of priorities. The
athletic department seems to think
that if we don't finish its building
project that we will have suffered a
great loss. I bee to disagree.
I'm not anti-jock, after all theydo try hard. But also, Maine is not
known as a big draw for potential
professionals and there is no reason
to try to make the facilities anybetter to lure them. What we have
now is adequate for small-college andintramural play.
The monies that have been used
and are slated to be used for further
physical expansion should be going
to the library and for the dormitory
system. We stand to lose
accreditation unless our library isimproved.
This is most serious. Our
domitories present another problem.
As an RA I saw the frustration the
incoming freshmen had in being
tripled up. Now that problem will be
"solved" by tripling upperclassmen
and free7ing enrollment.
When the next Bond Issue comes
up for vote, unless there are extensive
provisions for library improvements
and dormitory expansion, 1 for one
will do everything in my power todiscourage the passage of the bill.
Gregory S. Dana
/ IIF FINGER AWARDjellangious facsimile of fit a!fulmination to be presented
weekly to the individual or group
most deserving (in the humble
estimation of this paper) of some
negative notoriety.
This week the despondentdigit goes to the housing office.
Though the fault of the office in
question came through no malice,the finger feels that a stern
reminder is in order for the
person responsible for sending the
!lousing contracts out so late.
To stand in line with
hundred people is little fun if you
are a misanthropic minor (needing
parents' signature) hut still less ifyou are a procrastinating pointer.
Please ,lorma parenti. do better
next lime.
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Review sPriion
The thrpp species
of hinrIrin louse
Earth Abides
by George R. Stewart
317 pp. Greenwich, Conn.
Faucett Pub. Inc. $.95
by Don Perry
No person has the privilege of
deciding whether he wants to be
born. Other people make that
decision for him.
No person, after he is born, can
attempt to take his own life (in this
country) without being called sick, or
thrown into captivity.
Doesn't it seem rather ironic, or
harsh, or silly, or maybe even
inhuman to force life into this world
and then make every effort to insure
that that life stays alive, whether that
life wants to stay alive or not?
But we needn't feel alone. Other
animals do it too. And because all
other animals are not true kings of
the beasts, like man, and cannot
afford the luxury of morals, they die
when they want to, or when they
have to.
Nature takes care of its delicate
cycle, even though man does his
utmost to upset its balance.
Therefore, it is not unreasonable to
assume that someday "if a killing
type virus stain should suddenly arise
by mutation that because the species
of man has become so outrageously
prolific on the face of this planet,
this virus could. . . cause the deaths
of millions of people, and damn near
annihilate the entire human race.
George R. Stewart has used this
premise in Earth Abides- to present
the reader with an evitability that is
all too possible, and all too
frightening. Stewart has even had the
audacity to sprinkle Part One of his
book with examples of this having
happened many times before in the
animal kingdom.
Earth Abides is not at all
comforting. Yet it is not altogether
disspiriting, either.
Mankind is foolish. Past writers,
such as Johnathan Swift, took
especial delight in pointing this out
to us. And so does Stewart.
A lonely survivor driving through
a deserted New York City ponders
whether life might exist in all the
"cave-like holes that men call
rooms."
Stewart goes on to say how in100 years, Central Park will growinto a forest that will overgrow New
York completely. As man departs, so
too will his monuments.
Mankind is egotistical. And here
Stewart really gets his digs in.
He says: "At the funeral of
Homo sapiens there will be few
mourners. Canis familiaris as anindividual will perhaps send up a fewhowls, but as a species, remembering
all the kicks and curses, he will soon
be comforted and run off to join his
wild fellows. Homo sapiens, however,
may take comfort from the thought
that at his funeral there will be three
wholly sincere mourners."
The three mourners Stewart
mentions are the species of the
human louse.
Stewart is relentless in his attack.
And as he continues to bear down,
mankind finds itself pitifully on the
defensive.
He tells us: Destroy the
culture-pattern in which people live,
and often the shock is too great for
the individuals, to describe a wave of
"Second Kill" that swept over the
land, after the virus. Which is indeed
ironic when you consider how
Western Civilization in the 20th
century is doing the very same thingin primitive areas of the world.
But though we prosper now and
continue to multiply unchecked:
"When any creature reaches such
climactic numbers and attains such
high concentration, a nemesis is
likely to fall upon it."
And then even the brave words of
the Bible, "Render unto Ceasar. .."
might prove a strangely unprofitable
text when there is no more Caesar,
and not even a Collector of Internal
Revenue, says Stewart.
So we learn that mankind is
expendable. Earth can get along quite
well without him. Perhaps this is the
greatest truth and tragedy Stewart
wants us to know and realize.
Stewart does not have mankind
totally defeated at the end of his
book. Man is too insignificant in
importance for that. "For men come
and go. but earth abides."
Romantic possibilities
of a California library
The Abortion: An Historical
Romance 1966
by Richard Brautigan
226 pp. New York
Simon & Schuster, Inc. $1.95
by Jim Smith
It is very tempting to believe that
in a college community today anyone
who reads would have read at least
one of Richard Brautigan's books a
long time ago and probably would
have been waiting on the doorstep
for his new book since about March.
But this is the University of
Maine and 1 learned a long time ago
that the University of Maine is
_generally about ten steps behind any
other university, any kind of
intellectual/educational progress, and
the eight ball.
Anyway, Brautigan's new book is
out. It's called The ABORTION: An
Historical Romance /966 and right
there on the cover of the book it
says, "This novel is about the
romantic possibilities of a public
Library in California." Which it is.
It's about a library, unique to say
the very least, but definitely public.
It IS romantic, but so are most of
Brautigan's books. It takes place in
California. It takes place in 1966.
And it's about an abortion in
somewhat the same fashion that
Trout Fishing in America is about
trout fishing.
Mostly, though. I guess it's about
Richard Brautigan. That's just about
the same thing as saying it's about
hedonism. because Brautigan writes
about having fun.
He and his books have been
called "gentle." I think that's the
wrong word. "Human" is a much
better one, it his books are gentle it's
because of some of the things he
writes about, like fishing and
watermelons and making love and
even abortions. Not ugly. Not
bloody. Gentle. But mostly his books
are fast, kind of funny, pretty much
unpretentious, and happy.
That's the way it is with The
ABORTION. We have a guy running
an impossible library, his
overendowed girl friend, and their
schizo-drunk friend who drives a van.
They make good times for themselves
and 1 suspect Brautigan had a good
time making them.
It's smooth and mellow and
should go down like ice cream, but it
will probably drive a lot of people up
a wall. For a couple of years now
Richard Brautigan has been dissected,
lionized, categorized and ut down..
.all for some pretty strange reasons.
There is an I-don't-know-what-to-do-
with-Brautigan element amongst the
intellectual elite. I'd suggest that
henceforth he be read for pleasure.
That's the only good reason for
reading him.
I'd almost like to think of him a.
an anachronism. But I guess if that's
what he is it's because he's 36 years
old and he's still writing about people
having good times and he's having a
good time doing it. Maybe trite, but I
think there's something to be said for
a 36-year old guy who can make
money writing about kids and fishing
and watermelons and port wine and
love.
At any rate, his new book is out.
It's published by Simon and Schuster
in hardbound and paperback. I
recommend it, but I'm partial to all
those things, too.
'Bathroom' is a no-no
by Sue Gagne
When you were in kindergarten,
what did you say to the teacher when
you had to go to the bathroom? Did
you ask to "go to the basement?" Or
did you just say, "I have to go!"? In
our times, any mention of the
bathroom is a no-no. Yet, it's a
subject that will inevitably arise.
To solve this problem of speaking
about the unmentionable,
modern-day man has substituted the
unmentionables with mentionables.
One hundred percent of those using a
toilet switched to the "john." Thejohns in the bathrooms are now
rarely used; those in the "restrooms"
are more popular. And "outhouses,"
"powder rooms," "heads," and
"lavatories" are thriving.
Bathrooms -- (excuse me) —
Restrooms aren't the only
unmentionables. Think of all the kids
you used to know that squinted
when they heard this bad word:
"pregnant." Haven't you heard?
Women are never "pregnant" in the
minds of the young: but they do
"expect babies!"
Another interesting phenomenon
of twentieth-century conversation is
that no one has been recorded to die;
but billions of people have been
Folk ensemble to perform
Mandato, a 24-member folkdance
ensemble from Cambridge, Mass, will
perform Saturday at 8 p.m. in Hauck
Auditorium. They will present a
program of Israeli, Greek, Russian,
and Balkan dances in costumes theyhave made themselves.
The program will be followed by
a workshop
-demonstration in the
Main Lounge. The group performs as
a hobby and is comprised of people
with occupations such as engineers,housewives, social workers, and
students. Admission will be 50 cents.
JET TO
EUROPE St ISRAEL
Inexpensive flights
throughout the year
Lowest Fares, choice of
1 way or round trip
STUDENT 1-10LIDAYS
40 EAST 54th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
212/832-6844
known to "pass away." And many of
those, in passing, made the news
when they broke the record of the
Highway Accident Poll during Labor
Day weekend.
Just think; now people can live to
make the news when they die. Does
this fact make you feel like throwing
up, or does it make you feel "sick to
your stomach?" You've got five
minutes to run to the nearest powder
room before we move on to brighter
topics...
Next on our agenda of
unmentionables are five pairs of
appendages: our toes. They don't
even have a mentionable substitute,
because no one ever speaks about this
part of their body—it could scandalize
a prostitute!
One of the most interesting facts
about the human race is that in the
past ten years no one has ever been
fired by his employer. The employer
has found a more mentionable
method: he asks the employee to
resign. And if the employee does not
want to be known he can always say
that he has been "laid off." Yup,
before we know it, unemployment
will be non-existent!
And why is it that people who
are brave or daring are considered to
"have guts?" Mice are known to have
KEEPSAKE
DIAMONDS
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
complete line of fraternity
and sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
Tel. 866-4032
guts; so is Agnew for that matter!
How about the independent
individual who can "stand on his own
two feet?" If it were only the
independent who could stand on his
own two feet, what would happen to
man's theory of evolution?
The food we eat is also given
substitute names in order to give it
class. The chocolate cake no longer
exists; in its place is the Mysterious
Mocha Surprise.
Hamburgers have come a long
way — now they are Fiestaburgers
and Big Macs.
But the evolution of the egg
surpasses all others, for it has reached
the time of Westerns, Easterns,
Country Scrambles, and
Adam-and-Eve-on-A-Raft.
Had a tape stolen?
The Orono Police Dept. requeststhat anyone who has had stereo tape
c a t ridges stolen from his car,
especially while parked in the NorthMain Street, Pond Street, Mill Street
area get in contact with the
Department.
Articles stolen dunng theSeptember to December 1970 period
are of pnme importance. Ask forCleon Turner at 866-3500.
SAFE - LEGAL
ABORTIONS
If you have the need and desire
to terminate a pregnancy, at
the lowest possible cost, or if
you just want to talk to
someone.
Call (212) 592-8335
24 hours a day/ confidential
AID Referral Service
62-41 Yellowstone Boulevard
Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
A.A.A.
Radiator Flush
Anti-Freeze
BILL GAVETT PROP
866-2311
CHALET
Tune-Ups
BILL GAVETT PROP
866-2538
assified
Summer Europe
Boeing 707 *$I99*
June II - Sept. 4 NY/ION R/T
June 25 - Aug. 28 NY/LON R/T
June 19- Aug 27 BOS/LON R/T
Student & acuity
Price based on 40 seats
Call 581-7637
Claudia Charette
14-7-101
HELP WANTED
Sparetime or full time
opportunity addressing and/or
stuffing envelopes. Earn $27.00
per thousand and up. Hand
written or typed. Guaranteed
money making deal. Send $2.00
for complete instructions and list
Of firms using addressors to C and
S CoMpany, Dept 571, P.O. Box
53153. Oklahoma City, Okla
73104.
MEN of all trades to NORTH
SLOPE, ALASKA, and the
YUKON, up to $2800 a month.
1-or complete information write
to Job Research, P.O. Box 161,
Stn-A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3
to cover cost.
Rent needed July 18 - August
31 for family of four. Prof.
Arthur Johnson, History
Department. SUCP, Potsdam.
Wanted: Roommate(s) for Cape
Cod. In Falmouth • 20 minutes
from Hyannis. Cheap rates big
comfortable house. Contact Bill
Houlihan • 581-7829 anyday after
4. Deadline, Tues. May 18th.
1967 Saab Station Wagon. New
engine. Very good condition.$700 - Call 866-3345.
1964 PORSCHE - 356C
Immaculate
Many Extras
$2475
866-4887
Garage Sale
23 Bennoch Road
May IS. 11-5 p.m.
866-2557 for information
WISH TO BUY
Small, low priced mobile home.
('all Sandy 827-2484
WATERBEDS ARE SWEEPING
THE COUNTRY
Everyone says. "Two things are
better on a waterbed and one of
them is sleep." The flowing rythm
of water literally follows the
sleeper gradually reaching perfect
stillness as you settle into place
for a heavenly rest that holds no
backaches, muscle tension - - just
pure ecstasy and a sea of dreams
indeed.
WATERBED HISTORY:
Designed by and for hospitals for
better body conformation and
weight displacement but now its
in the bedroom, YEH!
DELUXE MODEL
$49.95
KING SIZE 6 ft. x7 ft.
The world's finest quality
waterbed carrying a 10-year
guarantee.
Send check or money for
immediate delivery to:
TROPK'AL WATERBEDS
Box 2243
Hammond. Indiana 46323
( conomy models are also
available in all sizes.)
Would you like to make
money for your sorority,
fraternity, any project or just for
yourself? Sell waterbeds, we have
a price set up for dealers and
organizations.
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ICC loses money
on Cosby concert
continued from page I
This would mean that from the
seniors "loan," the ICC has
extracted $725 which the seniors will
never get back. However, because it is
the other three classes, not the ICC,
that is paying back the so-called loan.
the ICC nets the entire S2,000.
Also each lower class has been
asked to contribute $300 to the ICC,
meaning that, if each class complies,
the IC(' will have garnered an extra$2,900. Not each class will comply,
however, as the junior class already
has decided to withhold the funds
requested.
Beyond the revenue each concert
brings in from ticket sales, the IC(' is
budgeted through a yearly donation
of $2,025 from each of the four
classes. Going into the Cosby
concert, there was a surplus on hand
of between $5,600 and $6,000,
according to Gerry. If ticket receiptsindeed totalled some $14,000, thiswould give the ICC approximately$20,000 to pay off the Cosby bills.Yet an additional $2,000 was neededon an emergency basis to prevent the$17,500 check from bouncing and an
additional $900 is still in the offingfrom the classes that have, as yet, notmade contributions beyond theiroriginal $2025.
ABORTION
can be less costly than you maythink, and pregnancies of up to12 weeks can be terminated for
$175.00
including doctors fees, labora-tory tests, all medication &
referral fee. Hospital and Hos-pital affiliated clinics only. Safe,Confidential, Immediate.
call
(212) 838-0710
24 hours — 7 days
Woman's Aid & Guidance Group40 E. 54th St., N.Y., N.Y. 100221 
Fraternities have scheduled
parties, outings for this weekend
following is a list (iI fraternity acti-
vities for this skeekend.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon: 1. ormalFriday night at the PenobscotCountry ('lub; Saturday, an all-day
outing at Northeast Harbor, toinclude a beach party.
Delta Tau Delta: Saturday, aparty and outing at the Black Woods
at Bar harbor, and then to SandBeach if the weather holds.
Phi Kappa Sigma: May 15-16,
will be spent at Lynn Johnston's
camp following a party at the house
Friday night.
Alpha Gamma Rho: May 15-16,
will spend the weekend on their
rented island near Bar Harbor.
Beta Theta Pi: May 15-16, starteuby a house party Friday night,followed by a weekend on the coast.
Alpha Tau Omega: Spring
weekend party 1. riday and Saturday
at Bar Harbor if the weather holds.
Sigma Phi Epsilon: Annual spring
outing party this weekend) at anisland off the coast in Stonington.
Tau Epsilon Phi: May 14-15,
outing at Fddingion at Bob Garland's
cam p.
Kappa Sigma: The last weekend
or finals week, a day on the beach at
Green Lake, and retreating awayfrom it all at a place as yet tinsel
Next fall, let us do your letter-writing for you.
A subscription from the Maine CAMPUS
is the best way to inform your parents about
what is going on around campus.
Subscription rate: $2.50 per semester, $4.00 per year.
AAlIE 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE 
PLEASE CHECK. One year One semester
VVVV1AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIfrom the desk of
VANCE' GRAY
Gray's Auto Sales
103 Park St. Orono Maine
Just across Park St. exit of the University
tel. 866-2400
1969 Chevelle SS 396
Electric 131iie. black vinyl top
Mag wheels 4 speed
Power steering
01967 Dodge Dart Custom
4 door sedan 6-cylinder
Automatic Transmission
Power steering
$2495
$1295
0
 
1968 Mustang
6-cylinder Automatic power steering
Green with black top
IL 1968 Pontiac GTO
IF 4-speed transmission Yellow with 495
black vinyl roof Black Interior
Bucket Seats $2195 I
Orono police, firemen
criticized at hearing
I eriants of an Orono apartment
house who were burned out by an
early morning fire March 6 criticized
the handling of the blaze by local
police and firemen at a meeting of
the Orono "I own Council Monday.
Robert Dennis, a LIMO junior
majoring in education who had lived
in the building at 110-112 North
Main Street, opened comments at the
meeting by saying that the hearing
might prove futile because two
months have elapsed since the fire.
Dennis said that when he tried to
call the firemen's attention to flames
at the rear of the building at the time
of the blaze, he was threatened with
arrest for "interfering" with them.
Another person at the meeting,
who claimed to have been a resident
of the building at the time of the fire.
said he was not allowed by police to
move his car when he felt it was
threatened by the flames.
A third person who claimed to
have been a tenant at the time of theblaze said that while he Was trying to
rescue some of his belongings fromhis apartment a police officer
allegedly accused him of trying to
remove some marijuana from his
mattress.
There was also disagreement on
the cause of the fire.
Most &A the tenants blamed the
heating system. But Wesley Knight,
Orono Public safety director,
suggested that misuse of electrical
wiring by the tenants caused the fire
to start. The state Attorney General's
office has been investigating the fire
but has not issued a report yet.
The students in the audience,
however, praised the fire department
for responding quickly after the blaze
was reported.
Knight said the firemen
deliberately allowed the building to
continue to burn without attempting
to extinguish the flames until after
they had determined whether any
occupants remained inside.
He said, "Life hazards come
before structures."
When asked if he believed that
extinguishing fires constituted a
hazard to occupants of burning
buildings. Knight refused to respond.
"I don't care what you guys print,"
he said, "That's the way I see it."
Dennis cited the poor housing
situation in Orono as partly due to
what he claimed is a poor
student-police relationship in town.
Because of the high demand for
off-campus housing. he said that
students are forced to rent unsafe
dwellings.
Police blotter: t.v., vacuum cleaner stolen
A color t.v. was stolen from a
lounge in Gannett Hall last week and
a vacuum cleaner was stolen from
Corbett Hall. Neither has been
recovered.
Investigator Clement Thibodeau
of the security police said "a lot of
kids live off campus, and when they
need things what cheaper, easier way
is there to get them than to steal
them from the dorms'!"
Since April I, 24 bike thefts have
been reported. Thibodeau said he
doesn't consider it that big a problem
despite the large number because
most of them are recovered.
There is now one bike at the
security office recovered several
weeks ago which hasn't been claimed.
The police also have a couple
they've had unclaimed tor tsvo years
Thibodeau urged that anyone missing
a bike or anything else should report
it.
In addition to the unclaimed
bicycles, the security office is holding
two pairs of prescription glasses, a
watch, a wallet, and several key rings
that no one has claimed.
"We notified the owner of the
wallet," Thibodeau said, "but !guess
he doesn't want it."
Drivers should be cognizant of
the designation of the drive in front
of the main entrance to Hauck
Auditorium as a tow away zi.ne.
Since the closing of the mall to
traffic, the drive has been used as a
stop for the South Campus bus.
Thibodeau said "We will tow
away cars parked there without
authorization."
VS/ IV S
launcry and cry cleaning
51 Washington St. Bdnyor
Shirts satisfaction guaranteed
Pick up and deliver
7 am - 9 pm
7 days a week
Tel 945
SUITS DRESSES
GOOD WAY TO SAVE MONE
MR PAPERBACK
BANGOR 1)0‘1 \ 101k \ RPOR I MAI L
ELLSWORTH DON 1-011
LARGEST SELECTION IN NoR 1111 RN
NI-W !AGE AND
 1
LIFE INSURANCE IS GOOD PROPERTYIII
STUNT PLANS
AT;E"
AVA!LA3LE
Art Coll'er - UMO representative
12 yeats fl I n i. HO.
National Life
of \ 'ern iont
01: '
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Tracksters a close sPi.on 4
 in meet;Warner sets new 3-mile-turi NordThree new re,or,iN were sctSaturday as the Colby Mules fought
off UMO. Bates and Bowdoin to
capture the Maine IntercollegiateAthletic Association title atWaterville.
The Mules accumulated 64 points
and won six events while Maine.
which also won six events, gathered62 points. Bates scored 37 points and
Bowdoin 35.
Dana Fitts of Colby won the
pole-vault with a record-shatteringjump of 14 feet, 7 inches to beat the
old record of 13 feet 6 inches.
t ail Warner of Maine set a new
mark in the three mile run with a
time of 15:12.7, bettering the old
record of 15:26.1, and the Bowdoin
relay team CjIlle up with a new mark
of 3:24 in the mile relay.
The Frederick Tootel Memorial
Trophy, given for the best individual
effort in the meet, was awarded to
Dana Fitts for his effort in the pole
vault.
John Fonville of Bowdoin was
awarded the Alan Hillman Memorial
Trophy as the outstanding athlete in
the track events, lie won the
100 dash and placed second in
the 220.
Double winners were Inn
Peterson of Colby who won thejavelin and shotput, and Maurice
Glinton of Maine who took the longjump and the triple jump.
If he Main Bears had a chance to
take the meet going into the last
event - the mile relay - but lost out
when Bowdoin surprised everyone by
taking the event, thus giving Maine
third place and not enough points to
overtake the Mules.
Woodsmen second, third at N.Y.
The UMO woodsmen's teamsplaced second and third in the annualSpring Woodsmen's Weekend at PaulSmiths College, in Paul Smith, N. Y.last weekend.
Six colleges competed for thetitle. They were: Paul Smiths College,UMO, Dartmouth, Vermont, Colby.
and Wanakena.
Coach Anthony Filauro said the
Bears played very well as they placed
second in overall competition and the
Maine "B" team placed third.
Winner of the competition wasthe host team. Paul Smiths' "A"team. 'They accumulated 1,520.4points while the Maine 'A' teampicked up 1.393.3 points. The Maine
'B' team scored 1,328.2 points.
Lew Stevens of Springvale, Maine,
and Joel Swanton of Redding Ridge,Conn.
Captain of the "B" team is Alan
Kumball of Higganum, Conn. Other
members are Richard Benner ofOrono, Paul Miller of Bangor, and
Jim Turner of Piscataway, N. J.
Sports Calendar
May 13
Varsity tennis, Maine at
Bowdoin. 1:30.
Freshmen tennis at Bowdoin.1:30.
May 14
Varsity baseball, Connecticut.The UMO team won the title last 2:30.year at the Orono Campus. Freshmen baseball, Bangor HighCaptain of the "A" team is John School, 3 p.m.Carter of Orono. Other members are
Phil Cyaford of Steubenville, Ohio,John Belding of Bellerose, N. Y., Ken
Van Hazinga of Fitchburg. Mass.,
May 15
Yankee Conference TrackChampionships at UMass, 9:30 a.m.
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OLD TOWN
Varsity baseball, Connecticut. II
a.m.
Freshmen tennis, MCI, 1 p.m.
reshmen baseball, Brighton
Academy, noon.
May 17
Varsity tennis at Bates, 1:30
Freshmen golf, MCI, 3:30.
May 18
Varsity baseball, Bates. 2:30
Varsity tennis, at Colby, 3 p.m.
Freshmen track, Bangor HighSchool, 3 p.m.
Freshmen golf, Bangor, 3 p.m.
May 19
Varsity baseball at Colby. 3 p.m.
Freshmen baseball. Fryeburg, 3p.m.
,_ET US HELP YOU
Call us now (collect) and
one of our dedicated staff
sill answer your questions
about placement in Clinics
and accredited Hospitalsin New York City.
LOW COST
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK
CALL ANYTIME (collect)
(212) 371-6670
or
(212) 759-6810
WOMEN'S
PAVILION
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Baseball team splits with Rhody
UMaine and University of Rhode
Island split a doubleheader here
Saturday. Maine won the first game
8-1 with Rhody taking the nightcap
14-8.
Maine defeated the Rams Friday
4-2, but the loss on Saturday just
about eliminated them from the
Yankee conference championship.
In Saturday's action there were
five home runs, two of them by
Maine's Dana Corey, a former
standout at Brewer high school.
Maine's Mike Jones sparkled in
the opener as he went 8 2/3 innings,
allowing only four hits, one run, and
striking out 11.
But things were different in the
second game. Rhody picked up four
runs in the fifth and six in the top of
the sixth to ice the game. Maine used
four hurlers who gave up a total of
15 hits to the Rams.
The Bears will be in action again
tomorrow when they face
Connecticut at Orono.
Golfers lead going into finals
The UMO varsity golf team held a91/2
 point lead over Bowdoin, Bates,
and Colby Tuesday in the third offour matches.
Bob Hamilton posted low scorefor the Bears as he had a 72 and Don
Morse, Captain, scored a 73 on the
Penobscot Valley Country Club
course in Orono.
Going into the final matches
Wednesday, the Bears enjoyed a 59
to 491/2
 lead over closest competitor,Bowdoin to 35 for Bates and 181/2
 forColby.
The UMO team has a 13-3-1
record in dual matches and Tuesdaythe Bears sent three of their linksmento Augusta to compete for individualhonors: Bill McPhee, Don Morse, and
Bob Hamilton.
The Team is coached by Tom(Skip) Chappelle.
Freshmen baseball team still undefeated
The UMO 1 reshmen nine
remained undefeated by downing
Northern Maine Vocational TechnicalInstitute in both games of a doubleheader here Saturday, by scores of11-0 and 7-4.
Len Gentile and Gerry Tracey
were outstanding in the first game asGentile pitched his way to a brilliant
one-hitter and Tracey drove in some
runs with three of the teams 13 hits.In the second game NMVTI took
an early lead by scoring two runs inthe second inning. Thelead however,
was short-lived as Maine got two runsin the third to tic the game, only tohave NMVT1 get two more in thefourth to go out ahead 4-2.
ON 11 Nei
UNION ST. & GRIFFIN ROAn
(next to Airport Mall)
A five-run barrage by Maine in
the sixth sealed the victory for the
Bear Cubs with Doug Lentz belting a
three-run homer to round out the
scoring at 7-4.
The UMO Freshmen will be in
action again tomorrow at Orono
against Bangor High in a 3 p.m. tilt.
STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES
Improve Grades v9.1. DemotingThe Same Amount Of Tone To StudyUSE STUDY SOUNDSIncreas• Your Concentratton And !mom.Your Comprehension Study Al A inter A.U.ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDSCAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN
Pleas* Spoor,8 Track Tape. Ginseng, Or LP RecordSand Check or Money Order — $9.95 EachInclude 75‘ Handling and PostageSound Concepts. Inc. — Ros 3852Charlottesville, Va. 22902
Everything for the Bride
Bridal consultant
always on hand
FAIRMOUNT
FABRICS
10% discount with ID good
ALL YEAR.
Mon thru Sat
9:30 am - 5:00 pm
25 Franklin St. Bangor
HANSONS SKI & SADDLE SHOP
395 SOUTH MAIN STREET BREWER
TEL. 942-3279
HIKING & BACK PACKING EQUIPMENT
GERRY — CAMP TRAILS — HIMALAYA 
— NORTH FACE
VOYAGEUR BOOTS
RICH—MOOR FOODS
